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Bring in the

festive Spirit!

The last quarter has been an exciting one for us at Lulu Mall as we
crossed important milestones! We had some of the top brands making its
grand entry into the mall, new stores opening and innovative ideas and
initiatives being implemented to enhance your shopping experience.
I feel privileged to let you know that once again Lulu Mall has outdone
itself by winning not one but three awards at the prestigious “The
Activation Venue Forum 2019”. The first being ‘The Highest Footfall
of the Year’, next ‘The Best Venue for Activation campaign of the Year’
and finally ‘Best Loyalty Campaign of the Year’. Our efforts to give
you a wonderful lifestyle experience have continued in full flow and in
return, you have been fantastic patrons!
The festive edition of Lulu Happiness has none other than the Timeless
Beauty, Aishwarya Rai Bachchan on the cover, apart from an exclusive
interview with the hot and happening hero, Prabhas. As always, we
have your regular round-up of fashion and beauty news along with
personal fashion picks by actress Vaishnavi Venugopal. We will be kick
starting the festive shopping experience with spectacular International
performances. We are curating a visual delight of the candy land themed
décor and installations across the mall as a part of Christmas and New
Year. And of course, there would be the much awaited “End of Season”
sale, giving you more reasons to celebrate!
Contact Lulu Loyalty for any loyalty related information:
Loyalty toll free number: +91 814 449 6644
lululoyaltyrewards@gmail.com & for any other mall related information
– feedback@in.lulumea.com
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NEW @

Zaatar

Third Floor, Lulu Mall

In an attempt to share their
experience of different cultures and
the traditional cuisine especially
Arabian culinary art, with their
motherland populace, Shihas S
Hamza and Firose S M V, curated
an exotic restaurant called Zaatar.
Try out their fabulous menu at
LuLu Mall.

Amazon

Ground Floor, Lulu Mall

Amazon gears up for its offline push as the brand has launched its exclusive store. Amazon Kindle,
Amazon Echo, Amazon Fire Stick, and other Amazon products can be found in the offline store.
Check out the brand new store at your favorite LuLu Mall.
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Ravi Mehandi
Basement Floor, Lulu Mall

Who doesn’t love the charm of stunning, classy and perfectly detailed Mehandi designs decorating your hands? Ravi Mehandi has a longstanding history of being creative with a cultural upbringing and traditional service. Their unique creative designs speak for themselves.

Beyu
Ground Floor, Lulu Mall
BeYu the largest beauty brand stands
for first-class, skin-compatible
ingredients and best texture. You
decide. You trend. Your very own
#beyourself. At a time when having the
courage to be yourself is far from easy,
BeYu aims to make long-forgotten
mottos like ‘Be true to yourself’ a firm
part of your attitude once again.
We create products that inspire you
to experiment with – and embrace –
every aspect of yourself.
The personality of BeYu reflects
current trends.
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NEW @

Havaianas
Ground Floor, Lulu Mall

Havaianas is a Brazilian brand of
flip-flop sandals created and patented
in 1966 and is currently owned by
Brazilian manufacturing company
Alpargatas. Inspired by Japanese zōri
sandals, Havaianas flip-flops are in
vogue now. To relax and refresh during
summer or to be cool and comfortable
during monsoon, flip-flops are the best
and the new Havaianas store at LuLu
Mall has it all.

Ritu Kumar
First Floor, Lulu Mall

Fida

First Floor, Lulu Mall

Fida aims to revive the long lost art of handcrafted Indian
jewellery. With designs that spell elegance and beauty,
Fida brings the epitome of our tradition of creativity and
magnificent craftsmanship back. This is the one-stop store for
quality-driven ethnic handmade jewellery.
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Ritu Kumar is one of the largest and most reputed designer
wear brands in India. With a rich legacy of 50 years, the
brand has developed a unique style of its own, reflecting the
ancient traditions of Indian craftsmanship in a contemporary
style. Ritu Kumar’s understanding of ancient designs and
the innovative use of traditional crafts has created a new
classicism and is known for distinctive use of colors, quality
of fabrics, intricate embroideries and a gloriously rich Indian
aesthetic. Shop gorgeous new styles fro Ritu Kumar now at
LuLu Mall.

Azafran

First Floor, Lulu Mall

Azafran seeks value in the little moments
of life and aspires to make life sustainable
in small and meaningful ways. They offer
products for everyday life, products that meet
and exceed expectations without compromise
and helps to make choices for better living.
Curated using nature’s purest ingredients that
are grown, harvested and processed with care,
from farm to home.

Corn Magic
Third Floor, Lulu Mall

Indulge in the juiciness and crunchiness of our
unique whole non-cut kernels. Corn Magic seals
in all the natural nutritional goodness without
any preservatives. To experience the amazing
flavors, head over to the store and grab
your fill of yummy kernels.
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NEW @

Bombay Store
Second Floor, Lulu Mall
The Bombay store is a one stop destination for
lifestyle products that are a perfect blend of
contemporary and traditional handicrafts. Constantly
innovating yet true to its roots, the brand continues to
focus on the theme of “Discover a New India.” Add
fashion and style to your home with Bombay Store’s
latest range of collections. Redefine the way you deck
up your dream house.

Fila

Second Floor, Lulu Mall

Delsey
Second Floor, Lulu Mall
Concentrating on great quality and bold designs, the iconic
French brand Delsey has been designing luggage since 1946.
Over 70 years, Delsey has been crafting ingenious luggage
to accompany travelers. Delsey aims at travelers who like to
make style statements wherever they go. While the bags offer
world – class functional features, the brand is committed to
helping you move in style.
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Over the years, FILA was a part of iconic moments,
accompanying extraordinary individuals in pursuit of
true sport, those who courageously challenge limits
and defy expectations through a seamless combination
of power and grace. The brand has always taken
pride in creating designs as bold as its wearers. With
a philosophy of innovation and a commitment to
performance and sophistication, FILA continues to
make a statement with styles that are novel in aesthetic
and effective in function.Shop FILA’s range at LuLu
Mall on your next visit.

Wacoal

Ground Floor, Lulu Mall

Wacoal combines high-quality
materials, outstanding creative talents
and technical innovations to deliver
on the promise of making women
feel more beautiful. They focus on
delivering beautiful, high-quality
lingerie and believe strongly in the
importance of a good fit and choosing
the right style that works best for each
woman’s body type and lifestyle.

MAC

Ground Floor, Lulu Mall

MAC is the world’s leading professional
makeup authority because of their unrivalled
expertise in makeup artistry. They are a proud
community of professional makeup artists
who celebrate diversity and individuality and
they are for All Ages, All Races, All Sexes.
Check out MAC now at LuLu Mall!
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It is only natural for anyone to be intimidated
while meeting one
of the biggest names of our times. However,
a meeting with
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan proves to be a paradox. For one, the lady
has an air of dignity that instantly makes you feel loud and crass in
comparison; but she is quick to smile, she is amused by our fanboy
moments and her impeccable English takes on a hint of indigenous
accent, probably for our benefit. We’ve seen her act in Tamil only a
handful of times, but she’s part of this era’s classics like Iruvar and
top-of-the-genre movies like Jeans, Kandukondein Kandukondein and
Enthiran. Now she’s back in the South to be part of a new magnum opus,
Ponniyin Selvan. Here is how the iconic woman charmed us when we
caught up with her recently for this exclusive chat.
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STAR
Y O U H AV E T O B E Y O U R O W N B E S T F R I E N D T O
H E L P Y O U R S E L F G A U G E H E A LT H Y C R I T I C I S M

YOU STARTED YOUR CAREER WITH IRUVAR, A TAMIL FILM.
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE BACK TO ‘SCHOOL’?
As you can see, I’m beaming. When it comes to working with Mani
Ratnam, each time feels like you are a beginner. When we were
shooting Guru, one evening, the crew met at Rajeev’s house for dinner.
We were talking about the day’s work and each one present began
saying how working with Mani was amazing, yet each time one felt like
a newcomer who has no idea what makes Mani say yes to a particular
take. As we spoke, we realized each one of us go through that: each
one of the crew had felt like an unsure newcomer each day of the shoot.
It is the kind of excitement a creative individual looks forward to; it is a
blessing. You know you’re going to be exploring something, discovering
something about yourself while you are delivering your craft.
Mani Ratnam has been a part of my professional career and personal life and
there is so much love and blessings from him. It was after Guru that Abhishek and
I came together. Mani was there at the wedding; He’s been sharing and interacting
with Aaradhya; Its very professional and extremely personal. It is a bond and a
relationship I value tremendously, respect immensely and hold very dear to my heart.
DO YOU KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR TAMIL CO-STARS?
Not really, but whenever we cross paths there is instant mutual respect and warmth.
I’m looking forward to interacting with my Tamil co-stars at some point.
AFTER A VERY LONG TIME, YOU ARE WORKING IN A TAMIL MOVIE.
RAJINIKANTH HAS REVEALED PREVIOUSLY THAT HE BADLY
WANTED TO CAST YOU IN HIS MOVIES FOR A VERY LONG TIME BUT
THOSE PROJECTS DID NOT HAPPEN…
But I’m glad that I was eventually able to work with him in Robot, with director
Shankar and it was such an honour and pleasure to work with him. He is such
an institution, such an icon and such a tremendous human being, that I’ll always
cherish working with him. It was not as if I chose to not act in those movies. I had
other professional commitments at the time and I never took on more than I could
chew. I believed it was never fair to compromise a filmmaker. It probably would
have aided to propel the myth of popularity: you can take on 20 films and say one
is so busy, running from one set to the other but I don’t think that would have been
professionally fair. So I was unable to accommodate the movies at that time. Still,
I’m glad I eventually got the opportunity (to work with Rajini). Who knows what the
future holds… and what an experience to be part of a movie like Robot, where I was
working with a visionary like Shankar! Director Shankar was doing what he wanted
to, which was different at the time.
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STAR
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LEARNING IS
AN ONGOING
PROCESS AND
T H AT W I L L K E E P
ME A STUDENT
FOREVER

WAS THERE A POINT IN YOUR CAREER WHEN YOU
DID NOT WANT TO SEE YOURSELF ONSCREEN DUE TO
INSECURITIES?
By God’s grace, I haven’t gone through that. My attitude has always been
that of a newcomer. I concentrate more on the experience of working with the
professionals each given day and that is how I work till date. It is always about
doing my best at whatever is handed to me. That’s my attitude even in life.

HOW DO YOU FIGHT CONFUSIONS AND INSECURITIES?
I think self belief is one of my strengths and I have an immense sense of security within
myself. We’re all vulnerable and extremely sensitive. I’m human too with the same amount
of sensitivities but that is what makes us the artists we are. We’re reflecting emotions every
waking day, how can you do that without a level of sensitivity? I’m sensitive too and with
sensitivities, you’ve got to ride the crest and the trough. Upbringing, friends, mentors, all
become factors that define you but to begin with, you have to be your own friend. It is
important to be your own best friend - you be brutally honest with yourself because the
‘connect’ one can have with their own innate selves can be very empowering. The good, the
bad, the ugly – it is all a learning curve. Respect the positive influences in the relationships
you have. Try and recognize the roots of people’s negativity and let it not break you.
Opinions will be thrust in your face. You have to be your own best friend to help yourself
gauge healthy criticism and brush off negativity.
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO REPRESENT INDIA AND INDIAN CINEMA AT A LOT
OF INTERNATIONAL VENUES?
Everybody’s been kind and loving throughout my entire journey till now. The trust that
people put in me whenever I’m granted the opportunity of representing our culture and our
cinema is immense. The opportunities have been various and the platforms have been varied.
I’m a genuinely proud Indian so there is no effort in being Indian anywhere at any point of
time. Each time, I think like a daughter of the home: you’re there just to put forth the best
that we know, to definitely keep it real and celebrate who we are.
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TRENDING IN

STAY
CLUTTER
FREE!

MHI47750C
MEYER
DISH RACK
` 3,075

VME234 _4 DRAWER
SLIM SHOE RACK ` 5,999

MHI70339 MEYER
STRAINING SAUCEPAN ` 3,175

KNIT LAUNDRY HAMPER ` 2,990

Use our smart home organizers to put everything in its place!
Get organised in a jiffy and stay clutter free!

Shop.No. 11-14, 2nd Floor, LuLu Mall, Kochi.
T +91 484 4063313, 4062313
www.nowandzen.co.in
“Formerly known as HOWARDS.”
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VAYA TYFFYN W
BAGMAT 1L OMBRE PINK ` 3,249

HÝNIDÝSTAN

T U R K I S H

I C E

C R E A M

HÝNIDÝSTAN

The Real Turkish Ice Cream

We are the first to import the famous alpedo Turkish Ice Cream in India
HÝNIDÝSTAN

We also do
outdoor catering
Marriage, Kitty Parties
and other functions

TURKEY’S NO.1 To mmaekme yorouarbevleents
ICE CREAM BRAND
NOW IN INDIA!
HÝNIDÝSTAN

WE DON’T SELL
ICE CREAM
...
WE SELL

HAPPINESS

For Trade
Queries Please Contact...

T U R K I S H

I C E

C R E A M

Lulu Mall, Food Court, Cochin-Kerala
Mobile: +91-98108 68427, 8448374646
info@turquoiseturkishicecream.co
Follow me

www.turquoiseturkishicecream.com

@turquoiseturkishicecream
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GETS TALKING ON HIS ACTING JOURNEY
AND HIS PLANS AHEAD
India’ s heartthrob Prabhas celebrated his milestone birthday on October 23 recently. The handsome
actor who has carved his place in the industry with hits like Bahubali The Beginning and Bahubali 2: The
Conclusion, Billa, Mr. Perfect, and others, turned 40 and his fans left no stones unturned to wish him and
shower him with all their love. From writing poems to dedicating songs, to changing their display pictures to
photos of Prabhas, the actor’s darlings wanted to show him how strong their fandom is! Social media sites
were awash with wishes and #HappyBirthdayPrabhas, #HappyBirthdayDarling were trending nationawide.
With 860000 tweets of #HappyBirthdayPrabhas, it was trending on No.7 on Twitter India!
Need we say more? It was almost like a National Affair!
And why not? After all his blockbuster hit Baahubali had broken all records at the box office. But the actor
had to prove his mettle yet again, outdo his own performance and make people sit up and notice. Though
his latest film Saaho didn’t break any box office records, his fans loved him again in his action scenes in this
masala potboiler that released in four languages - Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and Hindi. Touted as one of
the most expensive action films ever produced in the country and made with a budget of ` 350 crores, the
Prabhas and Shraddha Kapoor-starrer had elaborate action sequences and breathtaking visuals. Although
the film didn’t ring in the same figures as Baahubali, it did portray Prabhas in his fierce and raring-togo demeanor. He did everything that an actor does - fights in style, plays the bad boy and yet charms the
audiences. Namita Gupta spoke to Venkata Satyanarayana Prabhas Raju Uppalapati, popularly known as
Prabhas on everything about the stardom that surrounds his persona and his career spanning over 25 films.
Here are excerpts from the interview.
Text: NAMITA GUPTA
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STAR

I

DON’T THINK ANY OTHER ACTOR
HAS EVERYTHING GOING IN HIS
FAVOR THE WAY YOU DO. APART
FROM YOUR FILMS, YOU’RE ALSO
THE FIRST SOUTH INDIAN ACTOR
TO HAVE YOUR WAX SCULPTURE
AT THE MADAME TUSSAUD’S WAX
MUSEUM IN LONDON. SO TELL US,
HOW DID YOU CELEBRATE YOUR
MILESTONE 40TH BIRTHDAY?
I chose to do it with my family and
close friends around. I’m thankful that
everything is going fine. I hope that my
fans continue to like my work.
ALTHOUGH SAAHO WAS A
MUCH-TALKED ABOUT FILM, IT
DID GARNER SOME NEGATIVE
REACTIONS TOO. OF COURSE,
YOUR POPULARITY HASN’T
TAKEN THE SLIGHTEST HIT.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT IT?
Saaho didn’t get the feedback we expected
it would. My fans continue to like me
and I’m grateful for that. I just want to
continue to be unconventional, simple and
humble and not change for anything in the
world. I don’t want to be affected by any
ups and downs. I want to keep making
blockbuster movies and taking Indian
movies to the world audience.
GOING BACK TO SAAHO, HOW
TOUGH WAS IT TO SHOOT THE
FILM WHICH WAS DUBBED IN
MANY LANGUAGES?
It’s not easy as this time it was being made
in four languages and there were actors
from all the industries acting in it - actors
from Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, and
Hindi. I worked on my Hindi and have
dubbed my lines myself in Hindi. Being
from Hyderabad, my Hindi wasn’t bad at
all.
WITH BAAHUBALI AND SAAHO
YOU’VE PROGRESSED TO DOING
MOVIES IN ALL THE REGIONAL
LANGUAGES ALONG WITH HINDI.
WILL WE SEE YOU NOW DOING
STRAIGHT FILMS IN OTHER
LANGUAGES? WHAT’S YOUR
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THOUGHT ABOUT ACTING IN
KANNADA FILMS?
I want to do more languages. I want to
do at least one film in all the regional
languages. I would love to act in Kannada
films. Whenever something comes my
way, I’ll surely do it. I watch Kannada
films also. I really liked the recent hit
KGF. Even the Telugu audience loved
KGF. My fans in Karnataka loved my role
in Baahubali and gave me so much love.
Thank you so much for that. I came first to
Bengaluru when I was 16. I saw Brigade
Road, we were walking around and I
thought it was so much like some foreign
country and it was drizzling every evening
and so green. The coffee shops and other
stores have remained in my mind and
I like coming here. I have some great
memories of Bengaluru.

Image source: twitter

I WA N T T O D O M O R E
LANGUAGES
I want to do at least one film in all the
regional languages. Whenever something
comes my way, I’ll surely do it
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STAR

takes notice. I want to do a love story,
but I didn’t get a suitable script. When
Sujeeth came up with the script of Saaho,
I was wondering if I should do another
action film after Baahubali. See, I can
do small budget films too because, for
me, the script is always the master. After
Chatrapati, I did Darling and Mr Perfect
which worked and were hit films. So if the
script is good, the film will do well. My
first film in Telugu was around 17 years
back. After the first film itself, people said
that action roles suit me very well. Plus a
lot of directors are doing big-budget films.
WHAT’S YOUR PLAN AFTER THIS?
I’m doing a love story and have already
begun shooting for it. We have finished
about a month’s shoot. It’s a pan-India film,
but not an action film. I have done period,
family drama, action, and love stories. But
Baahubali made me who I am. Wherever I
go, people recognize me and it will always
be my favorite.
WHAT KIND OF A PERSON ARE YOU
WHEN YOU’RE NOT ACTING?
I’m a shy and introverted person. My
friends are all social, but I’m just the
opposite. For Baahubali I had to travel
to a lot of Indian cities and I wasn’t so
comfortable doing that. Now with time, I’m
much more confident.

Image source: www.prokerala.com

YOU TOOK SO MANY YEARS TO
FINISH TWO FILMS AND ANOTHER
TWO YEARS ONLY FOR SAAHO.
DO YOU DO IT INTENTIONALLY
AND WILL YOU CONTINUE THIS
WORKING PATTERN?
No. I never thought I would work this
way. After four and a half years, I never
thought I’ll take two years for another
film. I want to do at least two films a
year. But Saaho was an action film and
we didn’t want to compromise on the
quality of the action sequences. For some
action scenes, preparation was required
for almost a year. We shot in Mumbai,
Abu Dhabi, Croatia, Austria, and other
countries.
WHAT KIND OF FILMS WOULD
YOU LIKE TO ACT IN?
I think India produces the world’s best
films and the entire world sits up and
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THERE ARE LOTS OF RUMORS
GOING AROUND ABOUT YOUR
MARRIAGE. HOW DO YOU HANDLE
THEM?
After Baahubali people wanted to know
about my personal life - be it my girlfriend
or marriage. And when you are eager and
want to know about something, it spreads
as a rumor. As I grew up in the industry, I
knew this was coming and I’m used to such
things. There are so many advantages that a
little disadvantage is okay and after all, it’s
a part of life.
WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST
IMPORTANT DECISION IN YOUR
CAREER?
Of course, coming to the film industry. I am
so happy that I chose acting and Baahubali
is the greatest decision I have ever made.
WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESS?
My strength is that I am a very balanced
and controlled person and I don’t get blown
away or over excited. I am emotional with
my friends and they are my weakness.

F I T N E S S R E G I M E
I worked really hard during the making of Baahubali.
I had to eat a lot of non veg to gain muscle weight! I’m
a foodie, but I had to turn vegetarian for Saaho, as I
had to lose weight and look fit and toned. I saved a lot
of animals this time (laughs)
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Mollywood actor, Vaishnavi Venugopal loves
shopping at Lulu Mall when she gets a break from
her film shoots. For one, it has all the leading
brands under one roof – be it entertainment, food,
dresses, footwear, makeup and the hypermarket!
She enjoys hanging out with friends at Lulu as they
catch up over a movie or a lunch date! But today,
she is headed to Lulu for some serious shopping!
Text: RIYA SONNY DATSON
Styling: DINESH R
Makeup: FEMI

‘

PUMA

Working in films can often involve
long and tiring hours of work and that
combined with irregular meal times can
take a toll on your health. So, I have been
contemplating on hitting the gym for a
while now and since I was in Lulu Mall,
I decided to check out what Puma had
to offer! To my delight, I loved their all
new collection of gym wear. They had a
wide range of training tees, leggings and
shoes. I especially liked the neon training
leggings, the seamless sports top and the
pretty neon Training Tee! The LQD cell
Shatter XT Training Shoes completed
the look! It was simple, stylish and most
importantly, comfortable! I didn’t need to
think twice, I knew I was all set for my
gym routine!

’
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‘

VERO MODA

Next, I decided to head to Vero
Moda to shop for some casuals and
party wear. I love their collection
of long dresses and western fusion.
They offer chic and cool styles for
causal party wear as well as elegant
formals. But as I walked in, a Herb
green quilted jacket caught my
attention and I couldn’t help but
try it! I also found a casual white
shirt, high waist legging and white
PU-sneakers to go with it. It was
perfect for my holiday look! So that
definitely went into my shopping
cart!

’
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’

‘

Next, as I headed to my favourite
section, my gaze fell on a V neck
black plaid mini dress that was
paired with a white keyhole neck
shirt. It had a casual, carefree feel to
it and I knew immediately that it was
a new addition to my wardrobe.
I also liked a white striped midi dress
that looked ideal for a dinner outing.
I like classic prints like the plaid and
stripe as I feel they never go out of
style! So yes, the midi dress made its
way into my shopping bag as well!

’
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‘ FEMINE GLOW

A trip to Lulu Mall can never be complete without a stop at Femine Glow
for all my personal care products and
make up essentials – all under one
roof! While, on a normal day, I don’t
use heavy makeup, I like using a good
concealer, a nude shade of lipstick,
Kajal and mascara when I step out!
I love matte lipsticks and I wanted
to see the new shades of lip colour
at Femine Glow. After a few trials, I
decided to go with L’Oreal Paris color
riche matte lipstick 303. Couldn’t
resist the gorgeous rich shade and the
matte feel.

’

‘

STEVE MADDEN

I wanted to check out another pair
of footwear to match my dresses.
So, I stepped into Steve Madden
thinking of high heels. While I
liked some of their trendy heels,
I was floored by the jute sole
platform sneakers! It seemed to
make a fashion statement by itself.
It’s casual yet sleek and stylish
demeanour seemed more like a
reflection of my attitude!! So, I
stuck to sneakers and decided
to save the heels for another
occasion.

’

‘

KUSHALS FASHION JEWELLERY

With weddings coming up over the weekend, my last stop was
at Kushal’s. I love wearing sarees to weddings and I think ethnic
jewelry looks super fashionable with the six yard drape! The
beautiful necklaces, ornament sets and finger rings at Kushal’s
are so pretty that it is hard to pick just one! I finally zeroed in on
a Zircon set that seemed perfect for my saree and wrapped up
my shopping for the day. I quickly hired an Uber and as I finally
stepped out of the mall, I realised that it’s almost late evening!
Time sure flies at Lulu Mall but the fun never ends!

’
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HAPPENINGS

Diwali
FASHION

DHAMAKA
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LuLu Mall Kochi decided to make this Diwali a
special one for our patrons. A Makeover Giveaway
contest was launched on Instagram and users were
asked to tag three of their friends, along with a
write-up about why they love Lulu Mall. Based on
the best entries, four winners - Cristeen John, Meera
Manju, Tincy Johnson and Aarcha Unnikrishnan
were chosen to have an exciting makeover with
popular brands from the mall! The makeover
session began with a refreshing spa treatment at
Aroma Thai Day Spa, a chic hairstyle makeover
by Toni & Guy, followed by a stunning makeup
session at Colorbar. While the pretty ladies got their
Diwali attires styled by Soch and Biba, their fashion
accessories were curated by Sylcon.
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HAPPENINGS
To commemorate the
20th anniversary of
Kargil Vijay Diwas,
The Indian Naval Band
made a scintillating
performance at LuLu
Mall. The event aimed
at inculcating patriotic
fervour amongst one
and all. Kargil Vijay
Diwas is celebrated
every year to honour
the brave martyrs of our
country.

Kargil Vijay

DIWAS

Independence

DAY 2019

As India celebrated its 73rd
Independence Day in style, traditional
pomp and patriotism were on display
at Lulu Mall. Film director and Actor
Major Ravi hoisted the Tricolour
National Flag to celebrate the spirit
of freedom, unity, and happiness thus
making the day memorable.
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Intricately decorated elephants,
long snake boats lined up at
the shore, Puli Kali dancers
performing, porches of houses
decked with floral decorations,
men and women in traditional
half-white attire are the
significance of Onam. Lulu Mall
geared up to celebrate the festival
as the Onam festivities were
inaugurated by Music Director and
Singer MG Sreekumar. The 14day celebration witnessed musical
night and traditional performances
like Kummattikali, Poothamkali,
Mohiniyattam, Theyyam,
Kalaripayattu, Thiruvathirakali
and Pulikali by authentic artists.
The customers also got a chance
to click pictures with their favorite
King Mahabali.

ONAM

Celebration 2019

Onakaineetam offered the very
best in gifts and discounts for
customers. With the very best
in Onam offers, entertainment,
special performances, and prizes,
Lulu Mall provided a shopping
experience like never before for
individuals and families alike.
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HAPPENINGS
Lulu celebrated the
auspicious day of
Thiruvathira, the birthday
of Lord Shiva with a
unique dance performed in
Kerala. Thiruvathirakali or
Kaikottikali was performed
by women to seek blessings
for eternal marital bliss.
Women dressed in traditional
Kerela attire danced in a
circle in tune to the music.
The graceful movements
of the dance were both
enchanting and elegant.

Thiruvathirakali

Gandhi Jayanti
LuLu Mall celebrates the birth
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi by
providing a platform for the little
ones to paint a beautiful tribute to the
Father Of The Nation. Since Khadi
is considered as the heritage fabric of
India, and also Gandhi Ji’s preferred
fabric, LuLu took an initiative to
showcase the various types of looms
and equipment used in the production
of Khadi, such as Kissan Charkka,
Ottany Cotton Purification equipment,
Spindle spinning charkha, thakli, etc.
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Navratri is celebrated
with great excitement and
fervor. Pandals are set up
according to different styles
and themes. Colorfully
dressed, people tap their
feet in tune with Garba
songs in a group with
quirky props to indulge
in festive feel. As part of
Navratri celebrations, LuLu
organized a scintillating and
energetic 3 days Dandiya
Fest in various themes like
Zumba, Bhangra and Disco
Dandiya.

Navarathri

Diwali

Lulu Mall celebrated Diwali,
by organizing “Plant a Diya”
campaign during which seed
infused clay diyas were made
to mark the eco-friendly
event. The clay diyas were
made and lighted.
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BEAUTY
Mediterranean Almond Milk with Oats Instant Soothing Mask by The Body Shop ` 2,195
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Note BB Lip Corrector Pink ` 799

STAY

BEAUTIFUL!
Stay ahead of the game with some tips and tricks that will
always come in handy to looking good and feeling beautiful.
Text: NAMITA GUPTA
Sometimes, beauty is all about experimenting with haircuts and
colours! Cool ash blondes or icy platinums complimented with a
long bob or a shorter asymmetrical bob can do wonders
for your hair and skin.

Himalayan
Deodar Hair
Conditioner
by Kama
Ayurveda
` 1,375

Tea Tree Anti-Imperfection Daily Solution
by The Body Shop ` 1,595

Nykaa Salon Shine Gel Nail Lacquer ` 325
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Colorbar Perfect Selfie Highlighter ` 900
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STRONG EYEBROWS
A well-shaped strong eyebrow frames
the face in a very flattering manner
and gives the face and eyes an instant
lift! So don’t ignore to accentuate that
part of your face.

` 850

Colorbar Perfect
Match Primer
` 850

800

ORGANIC SKINCARE
The entry of skincare brands into
India has helped revitalise the skin
sans the harsh chemicals found in
most beauty products. Stay organic,
stay beautiful.
HYDRATION
Hydrating creams, gels, masks and
skin treatments help hydrate the
skin externally. So, while you keep
yourself hydrated internally, work on
these external stimulants too.

Tea Tree Mattifying Lotion by The Body Shop ` 995

Ajmal Amber Wood EDP 100ml
Unisex Perfume ` 12,500

ood Cream
ini Redsandalw

Yam

Colorbar

USA Mett
alics Bod
y Shimm
Miss Refl
er
ective ` 4
99
Forest Essentials - Women Lightening and
Brightening Tejasvi Emulsion 25g ` 1,825

GLITTER
Glam things up a little and play with
some sparkle. With a hint of glitter
on your lips, eyes, cheeks and nails
you can add an instant perk-me-up
to your look. Glitter is available now
in almost every cosmetic brand to
add some fun in your life.

eda ` 1,690

by Bipha Ayurv

SUGAR Cosmetics
Power Clay SPF20 BB
Cushion 20 Galao
(Light-Medium,
Golden Undertone)
` 1,099

Lakme Absolute Argan
Oil Serum Foundation with
SPF45 Silky
Golden ` 750

h ` 235

ower Gel Peac

Sh
Health & Glow
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FASHION
MEN

Bandhgala Jacket: Raymond
Sling Bag: Baggit
Sunglass: Lens Magic
Watch: Tissot
Footwear: Sylcon

STYLE
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Tuxedo Suit, Shirt & Bow: Raymond
Footwear & Belt: Park Avenue

Perfume: Arabian Souk

Sunglass:
Lens Magic

Bandhgala Suit & Chinese Collar Shirt: Raymond
Footwear & Belt: Park Avenue,
Spectacles: Lens Magic, Watch: Tissot
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FASHION

Acid wash Tshirt: Wrogn
Distressed Jeans: Gas
Sunglass: Lens Magic
Footwear: Celio
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Three Piece Suit, Tie & Shirt: Raymond
Belt & Footwear: Park Avenue
Watch: Tissot, Sunglass: Lens Magic

Footwear: Sylcon

Jeans, Ombre Iron Man Tshirt, Belt & Footwear: Gas

Watch: Tissot
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FASHION

Tshirt &
Ribbed Jeans: ALL
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Camouflage Hoodie Shirt,
Splatter print Tshirt & Jeans: Wrogn

Watch: Tissot

Avengers Tshirt: Gas
Stripes Shirt: Identiti
Jeans: Wrogn
Footwear: Celio
Sunglass: Lens Magic
Watch: Tissot

Footwear:
Sylcon
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FASHION
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Cropped Tshirt: Chumbak
Taped Jeans: Identiti
Footwear: Sylcon
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Spectacles: Lens Magic

Jewellery: Rubans

Handbags:
Sylcon

Ethnic Kurta: Lulu celebrate
Dhoti Pants: W
Sling Bag: Baggit
Bangles: Ruban
Footwear: Sylcon
Bracelet & Watch: Swarovski
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FASHION
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Floral Jumpsuit: Chumbak
Watch: Tissot
Footwear: Sylcon
Earrings: Swarovski

Skater Dress, Footwear& Clutch: Chumbak

Lip Shaped Contour
set: Nykaa

Perfume: Arabian Souk

Clutches: Chumbak
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FASHION
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Skincare Essentials:
Nykaa

Watches: Swarovski

Earrings:
Rubans

Footwear:
Sylcon

Woman T shirt & Jeans: All
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EATING OUT

Divine

Desserts!
y
If you have sweet cravings,
then Lulu Mall is your dream
haven! The wide range of
desserts offered at various
restaurants and eateries at
Lulu is simply amazing. From
‘naadan’ to north Indian
delicacies, from Arabic treats
to premium ice creams, Lulu
has it all and much more!
Read on to find out some of the
best picks at Lulu Mall!
Text: RIYA SONNY DATSON

y
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B L O O M S B U R Y | Sticky Toffee

“

This delectable date
pudding topped with
toffee sauce and
served with vanilla ice
cream is simply mind
blowing and definitely
worth a try!

”

“

The signature
dessert served
at Paragon is a
‘naadan’ treat one
should not miss!
This delightfully
light creamy
vermicelli pudding
with jaggery
flavoured banana
base is simple yet
appetising!

”

CALICUT PARAGON | Chatta Mary Pudding
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EATING OUT
KULFI SHOP | Kesar Pista Malai

“

Relish these yummy
frozen milk desserts in
variety of flavours like
Malai, Pista, Mango and
Gulkhand to Chocolate,
Coffee Walnut and
Crunchy Caramel.
These rich creamy
desserts are made from
farm fresh milk and high
quality ingredients.

”

MAHARAJA BHOG | Walnut Halwa

“

These beautiful
golden brown gulab
jamuns come with
little surprises inside.
A touch of white
chocolate, a hint of
Nutella, a dash of
honey, almonds and
pistachios. Need I say
more?

”

PUNJAB GRILL | Gulab Jamuns
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“

Maharaja Bhog has
a different menu
for every day of the
month so its a different
dessert every single
day! Desserts that top
their list are Kesar
Gilebis and their rich
variety of Halwas. The
Walnut halwa being a
must try with the rich
flavors of walnut, ghee
and dried fruits!

”

TURQUOISE ICE CREAM | Vanila, Mango, Rusberry, Pista Mix Ice cream

“

The Turquoise Ice
Cream master and
showman Sahin Ozturk
brings the 400-yearold legacy of Turkish
Ice Cream to Lulu
Mall! The Turkish ice
cream comes in 50
different flavours and
tastes and is a must try
experience!

”

THE YELLOW CHILLI |

Gulab

“

The signature
dessert at The
Yellow Chilli is
a hot favourite
at Lulu Mall!
These delicious
gulab jamuns are
stuffed with rose
petal compote and
garnished with nuts
and rose petals!

”

“

If you are a fan of Arabic
cuisine, then Zaatar is
your destination! Kunafa
often called as the Queen
of Arabic desserts is a
royal Arabic delicacy
that will tatntalise your
taste buds. Made from
cheese and vermicelli
and garnished with
pistachios, this is every
dessert lover’s dream
come true!

”

ZAATAR | Kunafa
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EATING OUT

C OLD S TON E| Cold Stone Creamery

“

These premium ice
creams will make your
taste buds do a happy
dance! Cold Stone
Creamery offers a
unique custom ice cream
creation on a frozen
granite stone, which is
the brand’s trademark
style. It has a rich
variety of flavours in ice
creams, ice cream cakes,
sundaes, smoothies
and much more. You
definitely don’t want to
miss this one!

”

“

Well, if you don’t
like your veggies,
this cake is for you!
Carrots can’t taste
any better than this!
Treat yourself to a
warm slice of carrot
cake and a strong
cup of hot coffee
and your day is
made!

”

C O S T A C O F F E E | Carrot Cake
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TURKISH ICE CREAM

In this region, a man called as Osman Aga sells wild orchids (Salep) to the
Ottoman Palace and to noble mansions. One day, after finishing the sales,
he buried the extra Salep of the day into the snow as a mixture with sugar
and milk. The following day, the change in the consistency of Salep attracts
his attention. He realized that this mixture of milk, sugar and Salep gains a
new consistency and stretches like a chewing gum. Initially he himself and
then people around him taste this new flavor and find it very delicious.
Hence this food known as Karsambac with Salep starts to be called as Maras Ice
Cream after three generations.

Our Turquoise Ice Cream master & showman Sahin OZTURK is from the
southern Turkish City of Kahramanmaras where this Ice Cream originated
400 years ago and his wish is to introduce Turquoise Turkish Ice Cream
and cuisine to the World and especially to INDIA.

Kahramanmaras Ice Cream is a miracle of both Ahir Mountain and
Ice Cream masters. On the high slopes of Ahir Mountain, goats are fed by plants like
thyme, hyacinths, and crocus which are exclusive to Maras region and produce milk with a unique consistency and flavour. Wild orchids tubers known as Salep, bloom on the soil of Ahir Mountain during spring
months. This special goat milk and Salep reach a unique taste in the skillful hands of ice cream in Turkey
and in the World. This ice cream appears in a different form of the Ottoman court kitchen food known as
Karasambac. There are many flavours in Ice cream like Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, Caramel, Mango,
Blueberry, Coconut, Pistachio and more, the hottest flavours are:

Maras ice cream consists Salep
which adds flavour, aroma and consistency.

TRENDING IN

KASHMIR
PAPIER MACHE

Kashmir papier-mâché is a handicraft of Kashmir.
It is based primarily on paper pulp, and is a richly
decorated, colourful artifact; generally in the form
of vases, bowls, or cups, jewelry boxes with and
without metal rims, boxes, trays, bases of lamps,
and many other small objects. Arabian Souk at
LuLu Mall specialises in the best of Kashmiri
products that will make you fall in
love with theline!

HANDMADE
PURSE AND
BAGS

Brand: ARABIAN SOUK,
Second Floor, Lulu Mall

SAFFRON

OUD

PASHMINA
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CULTURE

South India's Fastest Growing Lifestyle Website

visit:www.ritzmagazine.in
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Lulu Hypermarket ............. Ground

ANCHOR STORE

Archies................................ Second
Crossword........................... Second

BANK

CAFE/RESTAURANT

Doha Bank ......................... First
Federal Bank ....................Second

BEAUTY & WELLNESS

Ajmal perfumes....................Ground
Forest Essentials..................Ground
Colorbar............................... Ground
The Body Shop.................... Ground
Kama Ayurveda................... Ground
Nykaa................................... Ground
Mac Cosmetics.................... Ground

Costa Coffee.................... Ground
Coldstone Creamery............Ground
Mc Donalds ........................ Ground
CafÈ Coffee Day ................ First
Calicut Paragon ................. F/S/T
Taco Bell............................. Second
Bloomsbury’s Boutique Cafe
and Artisan ........................ Second
Punjab Grill.........................Second
Kulfi Shop............................ Second
Burger King......................... Third
Galitos..................................Third
KFC .....................................Third
Maharaja Bhog................... Third
Pizza Hut ............................ Third
The Yellow Chilli................. Third
Coffee Club.......................... Third

CINEMA

Kaya Skin Clinic..................First
Aroma Thai ......................... Second
Femine Glow....................... Second
Toni & Guy.......................... Second
Health & Glow.................... Second
Spices India......................... Second
Oud Al Arab.........................Second
Make up Studio....................Second
Bipha Ayurveda................... Second

BOOKS/GIFTS

William Penn...................... Ground
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Lee ...................................... First
Levis ................................... First
LP Sport.............................. First
Pepe .................................... First
Spykar ................................. First
Wrangler ............................. First

DEPARTMENT STORE

Marks N Spencer............... Ground
Westside.............................. Ground
Lulu Fashion ...................... First

ENTERTAINMENT

Amusement .......................
Rebound..............................
Bowling Alley ...................
Ice Skating Rink.................
Sparkys...............................
Video Games ...................
5D Cinema ........................

Third 		
Third
Third 		
Third 		
Third		
Third 		
Third

EYE WEAR

Sunglass Hut........................ Ground
PVR .................................... Second
Lens and Frames ................ First 		
		
Lens Magic ......................... Second
DENIMS & CASUALS
Lenskart.com....................... Second
Calvin Klein Jeans ............. Ground
FASHION ACCESSORIES
Gas....................................... Ground
Accessorize.......................... Ground
Swarovski............................. Ground
Sia Art Jewellery................. First		
Rubans................................. First
Colombo Umbrella............. First
Kushals Fashion Jewellery... Second

FOOD COURT

Baskin Robins ..................... Third 		
BTH..................................... Third 		
Chicking .............................. Third 		
Dominoís Pizza ...................Third		
Doner Kabab ..................... Third 		
Kailash Parbat .................. Third 		
Meriiboy Ice Cream ........... Third 		

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Cosmed Shoppe................ Ground

HOME/LIFESTYLE

Natural Ice cream .............. Third 		
Nila ......................................Third 		
Noodle King ........................Third 		
Pulp Factory ....................... Third 		
Subway................................. Third
Tea Stop .............................. Third		
WOW Momo ....................... Third 		
Zaatar................................... Third
Ibaco ................................... Third 		
Nagas .................................. Third
Salkara ................................ Third		
House of Candy ................. Third
Kurtoskalacs...................... Third
Street Food by Punjab Grill.. Third
Asia Seven........................... Third
Annavilaas......................... Third

FOOTWEAR/BAGS

Hidesign .............................. Ground
Steve Madden...................... Ground
Aldo...................................... Ground
Kompanero.......................... Ground
Baggit ................................. First 		
BATA .................................. First 		
Caprese............................... First
Doc & Mark ....................... First 		
Woods .................................. First 		
Hush Puppies ..................... First 		
Inc.5..................................... First
Metro ...................................First
Mochi................................... First
Red tape............................... First
Woodland ............................ First
Bulchee................................ Second
Clarks...................................Second
Columbia............................. Second
Crocs.................................... Second
Vans...................................... Second
Sylcon...................................Second
Converse.............................. Second
Fila....................................... Second

Super 99 .............................. Ground
Chumbak..............................First
Bombay Dyeing.................. Second
Fantasia Style Club............ Second
Now & Zen ......................... Second
Crocurry.com...................... Second
USUPSO............................. Second

Johns .................................. Second
All Things Sundar .............. Second
Mobile Outfitters ................ Second
Keventers ........................... Third
Sri Krishna Sweets............ Third
Turquiose ........................... Third		
Corn Magic ....................... Third

LINGERIE & INNER WEAR
Wacol................................... Ground
Jockey ................................. First
Zivame................................. First
Van Heusen Inner Wear...... First
Blossom............................... Second

KIDS WEAR

JEWELLERY

Allen Solly Junior................ Second
Benetton Kids ..................... Second
Gini n Jony ......................... Second
Mother Care........................ Second
The Childrens Place............ Second
Tommy Hilfiger Kids........... Second

Josco ................................... Ground
Joy Alukkas ....................... Ground
Malabar Gold and Diamond Ground

KIOSK

Go Coconut ....................... Basement
Idea..................................... Basement
Planet Popcorn................... Basement
Big Indian Arts.................... Basement
Ravi Mehandi...................... Basement
Lotus.................................... Ground
Peora ................................. Ground
Konfo................................... Ground
Liso...................................... Ground
Ayesha................................. Ground
One Plus.............................. Ground
Beyu.................................... Ground
Amazon............................... Ground
Pots & Petals...................... Ground
Havaianas........................... Ground
Skinn Titan.......................... First
Flip Flop Hub..................... First
Revlon ................................ First
Faces .................................. First
Fida..................................... First		
Ekam................................... First
Azafran................................ First
Abhiman Craft ................... Second
MacV .................................. Second
Red Moments ..................... Second

US Polo Kids....................... Second
First Cry.com....................... Second

MEN’S FASHION

Jack & Jones ...................... Ground
Rare Rabbit.......................... Ground
Wrogn...................................Ground
Basics .................................. First
Blackberrys......................... First
Celio .................................... First
ColorPlus ........................... First
Indian Terrain......................First
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SPORTS WEAR

Speedo ................................ First
Fila...................................... Second
Adidas Home Court............ Second
Adidas Orginals.................. Second
Asics.................................... Second
Nike .................................... Second
Puma .................................. Second
Skechers............................... Second
Reebok................................. Second
Alcis..................................... Second

TOYS

Hamleys............................... Second

TRAVEL/LUGGAGE

Samsonite.............................Ground
American Tourister ............ First
VIP Lounge.......................... First 		

Louis Philippe .................... First
Manyavar ........................... First
Mufti ................................... First
Park Avenue ....................... First
Peter England .................... First
Raymond ............................ First
Raymond MTM................... First
V DOT.................................. First
Zodiac.................................. First
Arrow....................................First
Arrow................................... First
Van Heusen ......................... First
Club Burgoyne ................... First 		
Linen Club.......................... First
Blackberrys casuale............ Second
Navigator ............................ Second

MOBILE/ELECTRONICS

Apple Imagine Store ........... First
Lulu Connect ...................... Second
Oppo ................................... Second
Samsung Mobile ................ Second
Fone 4................................. Second
Zahra Phones ..................... Second

MONEY EXCHANGE
Lulu Forex
Thomas Cook

Ground
Ground
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MCR ................................... Second
All........................................ Second
Identiti
Second

WATCHES

Fossil....................................Ground
Rado .................................... Ground
Swiss Watch Boutique ........ Ground
Tissot ................................... Ground
Casio ................................... First
Citizen ................................. First
Seiko .................................... First
Timex ................................... First
Titan .................................... First
Fastrack.............................. Second

WOMEN’S FASHION

Safari................................... First		
Wildcraft.............................. Second
Delsey...................................Second

UNISEX FASHION
Tommy Hilfiger .................. Ground
Arrow sports........................ First 		
Being Human .................... First 		
Flying Machine................ First		
UCB ................................... First
US Polo ............................. First
Fabindia............................. First		
Club Burgoyne.................... First
Linen Club ......................... First
Allen Solly........................... Second

And ...................................... Ground
Vero Moda ......................... Ground
Forever New ....................... Ground
Imara................................... Ground
Lulu Celebrate.................... G/F/S
Aurelia ................................ First
Biba ..................................... First
Anu Reshma Label M ........ First
Mantra ................................ First
Soch .....................................First
W...........................................First
Wishful................................ First
Go colors............................. First
Ritu Kumar.......................... First		
Yavonne .............................. Second
Arabian Souk....................... Second
Span..................................... Second

zaatar_restaurant

zaatarkochi

“A tasty arabian delight is
what you deserve.”

Our Recognitions
3 RESTAURANTS | variety of DISHES

LULU MALL | SECOND FLOOR
NH By Pass, East Side,Service Rd, Palarivattom, Panampilly Nagar and Lulu Mall, Edappally
www.zaatararabicrestaurant.com

